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C L I M AT O L O G Y

Anthropogenic forcing has increased the risk of 
longer- traveling and slower- moving large 
contiguous heatwaves
Ming Luo1,2*†, Sijia Wu1†, Gabriel Ngar- Cheung Lau3, Tao Pei4*, Zhen Liu5, Xiaoyu Wang1,  
Guicai Ning6, Ting On Chan1, Yuanjian Yang6, Wei Zhang7*

Heatwaves are consecutive hot days with devastating impacts on human health and the environment. These 
events may evolve across both space and time, characterizing a spatiotemporally contiguous propagation pattern 
that has not been fully understood. Here, we track the spatiotemporally contiguous heatwaves in both reanalysis 
datasets and model simulations and examine their moving patterns (i.e., moving distance, speed, and direction) 
in different continents and periods. Substantial changes in contiguous heatwaves have been identified from 1979 
to 2020, with longer persistence, longer traveling distance, and slower propagation. These changes have been 
amplified since 1997, probably due to the weakening of eddy kinetic energy, zonal wind, and anthropogenic forc-
ing. The results suggest that longer- lived, longer- traveling, and slower- moving contiguous heatwaves will cause 
more devastating impacts on human health and the environment in the future if greenhouse gas emissions keep 
rising and no effective measures are taken immediately. Our findings provide important implications for the adap-
tion and mitigation of globally connected extreme heatwaves.

INTRODUCTION
Heatwaves with prolonged and consecutive periods of excessive heat 
have caused detrimental impacts on human health (1), economy (2, 
3), agriculture (4), labor productivity (5), wildfires (6), etc. For 
example, a record- breaking heatwave event that occurred across 
Europe in 2003 caused huge socioeconomic losses and ~70,000 ex-
cess deaths (7, 8). Under global warming, heatwaves have increased 
in frequency, intensity, and duration notably across many parts of 
the world during the past decades (9). Moreover, these metrics are 
projected to further intensify in the coming decades under different 
carbon dioxide emission and socioeconomic development scenarios 
(10–12). Considering that heatwaves travel jointly in space and time 
(hereafter, spatiotemporally contiguous heatwaves), an understand-
ing of their spatiotemporal evolution and/or propagation behavior 
is needed for mitigating the impacts caused by heatwaves (9, 13–15). 
Figure 1A provides an example of the spatiotemporal structure of a 
contiguous heatwave event occurring from 31 May to 17 June 1997, 
which started as a small event over the Middle East on 31 May, prop-
agated eastward, and reached northeastern Asia on 17 June.

Previous studies have examined the behavior of heatwaves in 
terms of frequency, intensity, duration, and spatial extent (16, 17). 
For example, Keellings et al. (18) have examined the size and shape 
of heatwave in North America. Lyon et al. (13) have investigated the 

spatial extent of contiguous heatwaves in the United States and found 
the increasing extent of these events under the Representative 
Concentration Pathway 8.5 (RCP 8.5) scenario. Rogers et  al. (19) 
have focused on the concurrent large heatwaves in the Northern 
Hemisphere and indicated that these events become more frequent 
and severe. However, these studies mainly examined either the tem-
poral changes of heatwaves at fixed stations (or grid points) or the 
spatial variation over a fixed duration. This gap hinders a comprehen-
sive understanding of how contiguous heatwave events dynamically 
evolve in both space and time. While several studies have studied the 
magnitude, spatial extent, and duration of the connected heatwaves 
in space- time dimension (9, 15), these studies did not examine the 
moving patterns of contiguous heatwaves, such as their moving dis-
tance, moving speed, and moving direction. Only few region- scale 
studies have examined the moving characteristics of contiguous heat-
waves (20), a globe- wide assessment is lacking, and the role of an-
thropogenic forcings in large contiguous heatwaves at a global scale 
has not been revealed.

Here, we assess the heatwave behaviors by additional metrics 
in addition to frequency, duration, and magnitude, that is, evolution 
and/or propagation. Albeit the importance of these metrics for heat-
wave propagation and early warning, they are difficult to define and 
remain largely unexplored, especially at global scale. Characterizing 
the propagation information of heatwaves under anthropogenic cli-
mate warming can improve our understanding of their regular move-
ment patterns, which can serve as more criteria to track the entire 
lifecycles of heatwaves and thus provide potential implications for 
early forecasting and prediction.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mean state of contiguous heatwaves
We focus on the large contiguous heatwaves with the accumulated 
area (the sum of the areal extent of all grid cells across all days of the 
event; see Table 1) ≥1 million km2 in the global land regions. The 
spatial distribution of the centroids of the entire large contiguous 
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Fig. 1. Identification of spatiotemporally contiguous heatwave event based on 3D 26- connectivity tracking. (A) Spatiotemporal evolution of a contiguous heat-
wave event from 31 May to 17 June 1997. (B) Scanning process of tracking contiguous heatwaves that are spatiotemporally connected by the 3d- connected component 
(cc3d)–labeling algorithm with the connectivity of 26 along three dimensions of latitude × longitude × time, with gray grid indicating the non- hot day, the orange grid 
indicating the hot day, and the red grid denoting the scanning day. (C) diagram of identifying spatiotemporally contiguous heatwave events. the red and orange colors 
show the two contiguous heatwave events that move toward different directions, with the black dots denoting the geographical centroids of each day of the event.
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heatwaves is shown in Fig. 2A, with the size and color of the circle 
respectively representing the accumulated area and intensity of 
contiguous heatwaves based on daily maximum temperature of the 
ERA5 reanalysis dataset. As shown in Fig. 2A and figs. S1A and S2A, 
three different datasets (ERA5, MERRA2, and NCEP2) yield similar 
spatial distributions of contiguous heatwaves, with the average ac-
cumulated area being about 7 million km2 (6.48 × 106, 6.47 × 106, 
and 5.94 × 106 km2 for ERA5, MERRA2 and, NCEP2, respectively). 
Consistent results are also seen in different temperature indicators 
including daily minimum temperature (Tmin) and wet bulb temper-
ature (Tw) (figs. S3A and S4A).

The accumulated area exhibits remarkable regional differences in 
relation to the latitude and the distribution of the global land sur-
faces. It is found that the accumulated area decreases as the latitude 
increases in the mid-  and high- latitude regions, and it increases as 
the latitude increases in the low- latitude regions. The accumulated 
area of heatwaves is smaller in the low latitudes (5.84 × 106 km2) and 
larger in the mid-  and high- latitudes (7.13 × 106 km2). In contrast, 
the intensity of contiguous heatwaves (see Materials and Methods 
and Table 1) increases with the latitude in the low-  and midlatitude 
regions, reaching its maximum around 50°N to 60°N (50°S to 60°S) 
in the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere. The relationship between 
the intensity and latitude coincides with stronger temperature vari-
ability in higher than lower latitudes (21). To further investigate the 
regional characteristics of the contiguous heatwaves, we first rank 
the contiguous heatwaves by the accumulated area in each continent 
and then select the top 40% of events in each continent for further 
regional analyses. The mean values of multidimensional heatwave 
metrics in different continents, as selected by relative thresholds are 
summarized in tables S1 to S3. On the basis of the latitude of the 
centroid for heatwaves, we find that the events in the Northern 
Hemisphere (1522 events) with a mean latitude of 52.52°N tend 
to have larger accumulated areas (7.75 × 106 km2) than the events 
(1021 events) with a mean latitude of 19.99°S in the Southern 
Hemisphere (5.08 × 106 km2) (table S1).

Figure 2B presents the lifetime and moving patterns (including 
moving direction and distance; see also Table 1 for details) of the 

centroids of contiguous heatwaves from 1979 to 2020. Most of the 
contiguous heatwaves (60.28%) prefer to move from west to east 
(Fig. 2B). In the Northern Hemisphere, the heatwaves in the mid-  to 
high- latitudes and inland areas tend to develop from west to east 
(fig. S5), likely modulated by the eastward movement of the Rossby 
waves and the associated atmospheric blocking (22), which suppress 
the intrusion of cold air and favor the maintenance of the anoma-
lously high- pressure system (23). While the events in lower latitudes 
and coastal areas are often originated from the east or the adjacent 
oceans (fig. S5). For example, the development of heatwaves in the 
coastal southern China are triggered by a westward extension of the 
western North Pacific subtropical high (24). Moreover, we also con-
duct an additional experiment by including the ocean regions sur-
rounding the continents by applying a buffering zone of 250 km to 
the enveloped extent of the global land areas, which ensures that at 
least one grid point in the ocean surrounding the continents can be 
included. In this sense, any heatwaves moving from or toward the 
ocean can be tracked and analyzed. The moving pattern of the large 
contiguous heatwaves over the land area and the surrounding 
oceans within a buffer zone of 250 km are shown in fig. S6A. As it 
indicates, these events also mainly tend to move from west to east, 
and their patterns are highly consistent with our previous results, 
further demonstrating the robustness of our analyses.

The regional discrepancies in the moving patterns of large contigu-
ous heatwaves in different continents are noticeable (Fig.  2C). The 
events in Eurasia and North America have longer durations and short-
er distance, with an average lifetime (moving distance) of 10.20 days 
(340.23 km) and 9.69 days (296.93 km), respectively (Fig. 2B and ta-
ble S1). These events are closely linked to the atmospheric blocking and 
local processes (i.e., land- atmosphere feedbacks). On the one hand, 
long- lived blocking favors the persistent high- pressure system and is 
thus conducive to the longer- lasting heatwaves (25). On the other hand, 
persistent warming during heatwaves can dry soil by increasing evapo-
rative demand, which in turn transmits incoming radiant energy to the 
atmosphere and warms the near- surface air via increased sensible heat 
flux (26, 27). This feedback can thereby prolong the life expectancy 
of the heatwave event (27). Long- lived heatwaves may cause more 

Table 1. Summary of the metrics used in this study to characterize spatiotemporally contiguous heatwaves. 

Metric Description

Frequency (event) total amount of the corresponding contiguous heatwave events that occur in 
the summertime within a year

total magnitude (106 km2 × °c) Area- aggregated sum of the temperature exceedance relative to the 
threshold over all grid cells across all days of the event

intensity (°c) Area- weighted average of the maximum temperature exceedance over all 
grid cells across all days of the event

Accumulated area (106 km2) Sum of the areal extent of all grid cells across all days of the event

Lifetime (days) time interval between the beginning and end of the event (the height of the 
contiguous heatwave structure)

Mean duration (days) Mean value of the durations of all grid cells associated with the event

total moving distance (103 km) Sum of the centroid moving distance between adjacent time steps over the 
whole lifespan of the event

Moving speed (km/day) Ratio of the total moving distance of the event to the lifetime of the event

Moving direction directional angle from the centroid location of the first half of the event to 
the second centroid location of the event
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persisting damages, thus leading to more adverse impacts on these re-
gions. Most of the contiguous heatwaves in Eurasia (62.84%) and North 
America (62.35%) move from west to east during their lifetime, and 
nearly half of the events (52.65%) in North America exhibit northward 
propagation (Fig. 2C). The eastward- moving tendencies can also be 
found in Australia, where the southeastward propagation prevails 

(Fig. 2C). The predominant southeastward- moving heatwaves in Aus-
tralia are possibly linked to a slow- moving transient anticyclone, which 
is accompanied by northwesterly flow over the southeast of Australia 
(28, 29). For contiguous heatwaves in South America, their northeast-
ward movements are likely associated with the jet stream that trans-
ports warm air from the inland regions toward the coasts and further 

Fig. 2. Spatial distribution of the contiguous heatwaves from 1979 to 2020. (A) distribution of the centroids of the entire contiguous heatwaves, with the size and 
color denoting their accumulated area and intensity, respectively. Right, shows the changes in the accumulated area (i.e., denoted by the blue line) and intensity (i.e., 
denoted by the red line) with latitude. (B) distribution of the movement of the contiguous heatwaves, with the color denoting the lifetime of the contiguous heatwaves. 
the embedded rose diagram shows the directional distribution of the moving distance of the contiguous heatwaves, with the percentage value indicating the proportion 
of moving distance along a certain direction. (C) contiguous heatwaves are selected from the top 40% of events in each continent. each rose diagram shows the direc-
tional distribution of the movement of the contiguous heatwaves in different continents, with the color indicating the shift distance from the centroid of the first half of 
the event to the centroid of the second half, and the percentage value representing the proportion of moving distance along a certain direction.
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northeastward (30). In contrast to the aforementioned continents, Afri-
ca witnesses the nearly same number of eastward (51.16%) and west-
ward (48.84%) contiguous heatwaves (Fig. 2C). The moving directions 
of heatwaves over Africa are more scattered, which may suggest that 
those heatwaves are less influenced by Rossby waves and midlatitude 
weather patterns in the tropics (31, 32). The other two reanalysis datasets 
(MERRA2 and NCEP2) yield similar results of contiguous heatwaves 
across the globe and continents in terms of spatial distribution and 
propagation (figs. S1 and S2). In addition, the directional distribution of 
the movement of contiguous heatwaves derived from the extended 
global land including the ocean regions surrounding the continents is 
provided in fig. S6. As it shows, the Eurasian and North American heat-
waves also mainly move eastward, and South American heatwaves tend 
to move northeastward. These results are consistent with those in Fig. 2, 
demonstrating that considering ocean regions surrounding the conti-
nents does not affect the heatwave tracking in the inland regions and the 
moving direction of the tracked heatwaves as well.

Temporal changes of contiguous heatwaves from 
1979 to 2020
In addition to spatial distribution and propagation, contiguous heat-
waves also exhibit remarkable temporal changes. We now assess long- 
term temporal changes in the warm- season contiguous heatwaves 
since 1979, in terms of frequency, magnitude, areal extent, duration, 
and moving properties (Fig. 3, A to C, and fig. S7). All heatwave met-
rics except for moving speed and average intensity show significant 
increasing trends (P value < 0.05). From 1979 to 2020, the annual 
mean frequency of these events is at an increasing rate of 8.33 events 
per decade, which increases from 75.2 events averaged over the 
first 5- year period from 1979 to 1983 to 98.2 events over the past 

5- year period from 2016 to 2020 (Fig.  3A). The accumulated 
area (9.52 × 105 km2 per decade; fig. S7A) and total magnitude 
(9.91  ×  105 km ×  °C per decade; fig. S7D) also exhibit significant 
increases (P value < 0.05). The annual maximum heatwave intensity, 
as measured by the maximum temperature exceedance, shows a 
significant increasing trend of 0.09°C per decade (P value < 0.05; 
fig.  S7E). However, the annual average intensity exhibits a weak 
decrease of −0.02°C per decade (fig. S7F). This decrease mainly arises 
from the decreasing intensity of tropical heatwaves that also have a 
greater increase in the frequency, while those in higher latitudes ex-
hibit an increasing intensity trend and a smaller increase in the fre-
quency (fig. S8). The changes in the average intensity are consistent 
with Perkins- Kirkpatrick and Lewis (33) and Rogers et al. (19), who 
found unchanged average heatwave intensity and even decreases in 
some parts of the globe, as well as the global average.

The lifetime (1.02 days per decade, P value < 0.05) and mean 
duration (0.30 days per decade, P value < 0.05) of these events sig-
nificant increase (fig. S7, B and C), from 8.17 days (2.23 days) aver-
aged over the first 5- year period to 12.15 days (3.49 days) over 
the past 5- year period, which are particularly over Eurasia with a 
markedly higher rate (1.15 and 0.25 days per decade for lifetime and 
mean duration, respectively) than in other continents (fig. S9). Sig-
nificant increasing trends are also found in the total moving distance 
(285.19 km per decade, P value < 0.05; Fig. 3B), from 2.43 × 103 km 
averaged from 1979 to 1983 to 3.40 × 103 km from 2016 to 2020. The 
largest increments in total moving distance appear in South America 
(0.53 × 103 km per decade; fig. S9), and the smallest ones appear in 
Australia (0.17 × 103 km per decade; fig. S9). In addition, there is a 
significant global slowdown in moving speed, at a rate of −9.19 km/
day per decade (P value < 0.05; Fig. 3C). These results suggest that 

A B

C D

YearYear

Fig. 3. Observed temporal changes of the warm- season contiguous heatwaves from 1979 to 2020. (A) Frequency of the contiguous heatwaves based on three re-
analysis datasets: eRA5, MeRRA2, and nceP2. (B) and (C) are the same as (A) but for the total moving distance and moving speed of the contiguous heatwaves, respec-
tively. (D) temporal changes in summer 500 hPa eKe and U over the land areas of the northern hemisphere from 1979 to 2020. the solid curve denotes the values of 
temporal changes. the straight line indicates the corresponding linear trend. the shading indicates the 95% confidence interval of the fitted line. Slope and P values esti-
mates for the trend per decade are given in parentheses.
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contiguous heatwaves occur more frequently, cover larger areas, per-
sist longer, travel longer, and move slower. We also examine the tem-
poral changes in multiple heatwave metrics over the full calendar 
year, and these results (see fig. S10) agree well with those based on 
seasonal heatwaves, demonstrating the robustness of our investiga-
tion. These changes have also been detected in other datasets (MER-
RA2 and NCEP2; see Fig. 3, A to C, and figs. S7 and S9) and other 
temperature indicators (Tmin and Tw; see figs. S11 and S12).

To attribute the above long- term changes, we examine large 
contiguous heatwaves simulated by Coupled Model Intercomparison 
Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) models (Fig. 4, A to C; see Materials and 
Methods for details). There are upward trends in the frequency and 
total travel distance, and a downward trend in the moving speed from 
1979 to 2020, which can be replicated by the experiments with natural 
and anthropogenic forcings (hist- ALL). The increasing trends in the 
frequency cannot be captured by the experiments with natural- only 
forcing (hist- NAT), while the trends in the moving distance (42.86 km 
per decade, P value < 0.05) and moving speed (−4.18 km/day per de-
cade, P value < 0.05) are significant for hist- NAT. The trends of mov-
ing speed in hist- NAT experiments (−4.18 km/day per decade) are 
much weaker than those in hist- ALL (−9.81 km/day per decade) and 
greenhouse gas forcing (hist- GHG) (−8.43 km/day per decade) ex-
periments. Meanwhile, the trends of moving speed are likely related to 
the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) (see fig. S13), as negative 
to positive AMO phase shift in recent decades can change the midlati-
tude jet stream causing persistent heatwaves and weaken the zonal 
wind (U), thus slowing down the heatwave propagation (34, 35). 
Quantitatively, the increasing trend in the frequency (8.96 events per 
decade) and moving distance (213.51 km per decade), and the de-
creasing trend in the moving speed (−8.43 km/day per decade) from 

the hist- GHG simulation are similar to those of the hist- ALL simula-
tion (7.85 events per decade, 236.96 km per decade, and −9.81 km/day 
per decade), suggesting the dominant role of GHG. While the slow-
down in the moving speed of heatwaves is jointly influenced by an-
thropogenic forcing, natural forcing, and natural climate variability, 
anthropogenic forcing is the main driver responsible for more fre-
quent, longer- lived, and slower- moving large contiguous heatwaves.

Considering that contiguous heatwaves in the Northern 
Hemisphere have relatively longer moving distances (partially 
linked to a larger amount of northern land areas) and slower mov-
ing speed than the Southern Hemisphere (table S1), the temporal 
changes (fig. S14) and possible mechanisms (Figs. 3D and 4D) in the 
Northern Hemisphere are examined. Previous studies have shown 
that midlatitude circulation changes are closely associated with 
changes of extreme weather and climate events in boreal summer 
(36, 37). Therefore, EKE and U at the 500 hPa level are calculated 
to understand the dynamic evolution properties including the mov-
ing distance and speed of contiguous heatwaves (Figs. 3D and 4D). 
The 1979- to- 2020 period has seen a significant long- term decline in 
summertime EKE (−0.25 m2 s2 per decade, P value < 0.05), and 
this decline is accompanied by a decrease in the zonal- mean U 
(−0.04 m/s per decade, P value < 0.05), which indicates a weakening 
of the zonal jet stream and possible reduction in the amplitudes 
of fast- moving synoptic wave activity (36). These changes signify an 
increased frequency of persistent circulation patterns that produce 
and maintain more persistent weather conditions (36, 38, 39), 
thus may intensify contiguous heatwaves by increasing the accumu-
lated area, duration, and moving distance. To test this hypothesis, 
we calculate the Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the 
time series of EKE and U with the moving distance and speed of 

Fig. 4. Simulated temporal changes of the warm- season contiguous heatwaves from 1979 to 2020. (A) Frequency of the contiguous heatwaves in cMiP6 simulations 
under hist- GhG, hist- ALL, and hist- nAt forcings. (B) and (C) are the same as (A) but for the total moving distance and moving speed of the contiguous heatwaves, respec-
tively. (D) temporal changes in summer 500 hPa eKe and U over the land areas of the northern hemisphere from 1979 to 2020. the solid curve denotes the values of 
temporal changes. the shading indicates the corresponding intermodel spread estimated by the Sd among all available cMiP6 models. Slope and P values estimates for 
the trend per decade are given in parentheses.
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contiguous heatwaves in the land areas of the Northern Hemisphere. 
EKE associated with synoptic- scale weather systems has a signifi-
cant correlation with the abovementioned heatwave metrics, with 
values of −0.44 (P value < 0.05) and 0.28 (P value < 0.1) for the 
moving distance and speed, respectively. Significant correlation co-
efficient is also identified between 500- hPa U and the moving dis-
tance of contiguous heatwaves, with a value of −0.46 (P value < 
0.05). The declining EKE and U are well produced in the hist- ALL 
and hist- GHG runs of CMIP6 simulations (table S4), demonstrating 
the impact of anthropogenic GHG emissions on decreasing EKE 
and U, especially in the Northern Hemisphere. The slowing tran-
sient waves can provide more favorable and persistent conditions for 
maintaining heat extremes over the continents.

To further examine the role of the EKE variability in the moving 
speed, linear regression analyses are applied at each grid point be-
tween the detrended EKE anomalies and the detrended geopotential 
height anomalies at 500 hPa over the Northern Hemisphere in the 
summer season (fig. S15A). We find that widespread and significant 
negative correlations (P values < 0.05) between EKE and geopoten-
tial height anomalies are seen over the Northern Hemisphere. This 
result indicates that lower EKE is associated with positive geopoten-
tial height anomalies (i.e., high- pressure systems), thus creating fa-
vorable conditions for atmospheric blocking and persistent weather 
conditions over these regions in summer (40). These changes are 
conducive to reducing the moving speed of the heatwaves. Notably, 
significant decreasing trends (P values < 0.05) in summer EKE are 
observed over the eastern North America and most regions of Eur-
asia (fig. S15B). As reported by Horton et al. (41), these regions also 
show upward trends in the frequency and persistence of summer-
time anticyclonic circulation patterns since 1979, contributing to 
more and longer high- temperature extremes. Moreover, the decline 
in EKE is associated with a reduction in the zonal flow (36), thus 
further decreasing the moving speed of the heatwave.

Temporal changes of contiguous heatwaves in more 
recent decades
It is also observed in fig. S16 that the trend since the late 1990s is 
stronger than that from 1979 to the mid- 1990s. The trends in the 
accumulated area, lifetime, total magnitude, and total moving dis-
tance continue to increase in magnitude and remain significant 
from 1979–1996 to 1997–2020. For example, the accumulated area 
and moving distance of contiguous heatwaves increase by over 
0.33 × 106 km2 and 0.10 × 103 km per decade from 1979 to 1996, 
and these trends have accelerated to 0.88 × 106 and 0.20 × 103 km 
per decade from 1997 to 2020. The changing rate of the heatwave 
lifetime increases from 0.13 days per decade from 1979 to 1996 to 
1.47 days per decade from 1997 to 2020. The increasing trend in the 
frequency (1.32 events per decade, P value = 0.82) and mean dura-
tion (−0.02 days per decade, P value = 0.21) are slight and not sig-
nificant from 1979 to 1996, while they have accelerated to 5.31 
events per decade and 0.62 days per decade from 1997 (P value < 
0.05), respectively. This means that the contiguous heatwaves are be-
coming more frequent, covering larger areas and traveling longer. 
The acceleration of the observed trends of heatwave frequency, area, 
duration, and moving distance is expected in view of global warm-
ing and its associated midlatitude circulation changes (33, 42, 43).

The moving speed of large contiguous heatwaves has significant-
ly slowed since the 1990s (fig. S16I), at a rate of −24.87 km/day per 
decade (P value < 0.05), which is stronger than the rate before the 

1990s (13.76 km/day per decade). As shown in table S5, this slow-
down is especially prominent in Africa (−30.24 km/day per decade 
with P value < 0.1) and Eurasia (−23.61 km/day per decade with 
P value < 0.05). Compared with the ERA5 dataset, this significant 
slowdown of the moving speed is also seen in the other datasets, 
with values of −16.44 and −20.21 km/day per decade with P value < 
0.05 at a global scale for MERRA2 and NCEP2, respectively (fig. S17I 
and S18I and tables S6 and S7). We find a shift toward slower speed 
in recent decades, suggesting that slowing movement of heatwaves 
would have more persistent and profound effects on local societies, 
as the locally accumulated damages by heatwaves can substantially 
intensify under slow movements. This slowdown may elevate the 
risks of ecosystem productivity reduction and increase the consump-
tions and capacity needs in energy sectors (fig. S19).

In summary, this study has provided global assessment of the 
changes in moving patterns of contiguous heatwaves. Our findings 
suggest that the characteristics of contiguous heatwaves are hetero-
geneous across different continents with increases in the frequency, 
duration, magnitude, areal extent, and moving distance in large ter-
restrial contiguous heatwaves since 1979. The significant decreasing 
trends of moving speed and the increasing trends of the frequency 
and traveling distance are likely caused by anthropogenic forcing 
over the past decades. Our results are robust among different datas-
ets and different temperature indicators. Beyond previous studies 
of the heatwaves based on fixed stations or grid cells, our global 
assessment from the evolution perspective has provided a more 
comprehensive picture of how heatwave events jointly evolve in 
both space and time. Moreover, we have improved the understanding 
of the characteristics of the slower and hotter contiguous heatwaves. 
The results suggest that longer- traveling and slower- moving large 
contiguous heatwaves will cause more devastating impacts on natural 
and societal systems in the future if GHG keep rising, and no effec-
tive mitigation measures are taken.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Observational and model data
We use daily maximum temperature at 2- m height (Tmax) over the 
period from 1979 to 2020 from the recently released ERA5 reanalysis 
dataset (44) to track spatiotemporally contiguous heatwaves. Daily 
Tmax was calculated from the hourly near- surface air temperature at 
2- m height. Produced by the European Centre for Medium- range 
Weather Forecasts, the ERA5 global reanalysis is a fifth- generation 
product that replaces ERA- Interim and improves on other surface 
weather reanalysis with respect to temperature, precipitation, and 
wind speed (44). We also compare the results based on ERA5 with 
other reanalysis products including the NCEP- DOE Reanalysis 2 
[NCEP2, (45)] from 1979 to 2020 and the Modern- Era Retrospective 
analysis for Research and Applications, version 2 [MERRA2, (46)] 
from 1980 to 2020. The temperature metrics used for NCEP2 and 
MERRA2 are both the daily maximum temperatures at 2- m height 
above the ground. The original horizontal resolution of ERA5, MER-
RA2, and NCEP2 are 0.25° × 0.25°, 0.5° × 0.625°, and 1.90° × 1.875°, 
respectively, and all three reanalysis products are regridded into the 
resolution of 2.5° × 2.5° by the bilinear interpolation for comparison. 
Both NCEP2 and MERRA2 yield consistent results with ERA5 in 
terms of similar spatial distributions and temporal changes in the 
contiguous heatwaves (see the Supplementary Materials), demon-
strating the robustness of our investigation. We also use the daily 
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minimum temperature (Tmin) and wet bulb temperature [Tw, (47)] to 
derive nighttime and humid heatwaves, respectively. The results of 
Tmin and Tw are consistent with those of Tmax (see the Supplementary 
Materials).

To assess the extent to which external forcing influences the ob-
served changes in historical heatwave metrics, we use daily Tmax 
outputs from 11 global climate models participating in the CMIP6 
(see table S8 for details), including historical simulations forced by 
hist- NAT, anthropogenic hist- GHG, and historical forcing (hist- 
ALL, including all natural and anthropogenic forcings). To keep the 
consistency with the observational datasets, the CMIP6 outputs are 
interpolated onto a horizontal resolution of 2.5° × 2.5° by the bilin-
ear interpolation. For each forcing, we first derive the heatwave met-
rics from each model simulation separately and then average the 
metrics of all participating model simulations to obtain the multi-
model mean (i.e., ensemble mean). The ensemble mean is used to 
remove the uncertainties from model differences. Except for hist- 
ALL ending in 2014, both hist- NAT and hist- GHG runs end in 
2020. Previous studies often used the shared socioeconomic path-
ways (SSP) 2- 4.5 to extend hist- ALL simulations, as the SSP2- 4.5 
pathway can match the current economic development path best 
(48–50). We combine the simulation from SSP2- 4.5 to extend the 
hist- ALL simulations to 2020. To evaluate the robustness of this ex-
tension, we also use the SSP1- 2.6, SSP3- 7.0, and SSP5- 8.5 scenarios 
to extend the hist- ALL simulations (fig. S20) and find that the trends 
based on extended hist- ALL simulations by SSP2- 4.5 are consistent 
with other SSP scenarios (table S9).

Tracking of contiguous heatwaves
In this study, the contiguous heatwaves are defined as the events with 
extreme high temperatures (exceeding the 95th percentile) that per-
sist for a total period of time (≥3 days) and cover a certain areal ex-
tent (≥1 grids) in three dimensions of latitude × longitude × time, 
similar to previous regional studies (15, 20). A fast- moving contigu-
ous heatwave event may affect certain grid cells for 1 or 2 day(s). 
In particular, we track the three- dimensional (3D) contiguous heat-
waves from the gridded daily Tmax values that are stored in a 3D array 
with three dimensions using a spatiotemporally contiguous events 
tracking (SCET) method based on the 3D- connected component 
(CC3D) labeling algorithm as implemented in the Python package 
connected- components- 3d (https://pypi.org/project/connected- 
components- 3d/) (51). A grid cell (i.e., a grid point with three dimen-
sions of latitude × longitude × time) of the 3D array is first marked as 
“1” if daily Tmax at the grid point exceeds the 95th percentile of Tmax 
on the same calendar day centered on a 15- day window in 1981 to 
2010 (a set of 15 × 30 = 450 days) and as “0” if the 95th percentile is 
not exceeded. Using this screening, the 3D array of Tmax values is 
then converted into a 0/1 binary format and inputted into the CC3D 
algorithm. All 1s that are adjacent in 26 neighbors are connected as 
an individual contiguous heatwave event (51). The 26- connectivity 
considers all the surrounding neighbors (nine on the previous day, 
eight on the current day by excluding the center grid, and nine on 
the next day) by both adjacent and diagonal connectivity, and it 
allows tracking the contiguous heatwave events simultaneously in 
both space and time (see Fig. 1B). The 26- connectivity searching 
allows a contiguous event to break into parts and connect again, pro-
viding that they are contiguous either in space or in time. In addition, 
this tracking algorithm can also ensure that individual contiguous 
heatwaves are neither spatially nor temporally adjacent (Fig. 1C). We 

also examine the merging events that may have been separated by 1 
day or one grid cell and find that the results are consistent (fig. S21).

This tracking identifies extreme events in all seasons of the calendar 
year, and we focus on examining the events in the hot summer season 
only, which is defined as June- July- August (JJA) for the Northern 
Hemisphere and December- January- February (DJF) for the Southern 
Hemisphere (52, 53). The heatwaves in the summer seasons are se-
lected on the basis of the location of the centroid of the events. If the 
centroid of an event is located in the Northern Hemisphere and occurs 
in the JJA season, then it is selected as a Northern Hemisphere heat-
wave; if the centroid of an event is located in the Southern Hemisphere 
and occurs in DJF, then it is selected as a Southern Hemisphere heat-
wave. Considering that large contiguous heatwaves often cause more 
prominently adverse societal impacts, we select the large contiguous 
heatwaves with the accumulated area ≥1 million km2 and assess their 
evolution and moving patterns in the globe. To make the results be-
tween the different continents comparable, we set different heatwave 
sizes for different continents. For each continent, we first rank the 
heatwave events by the accumulated area and then select the top 40% 
of events for further analyses.

Metrics of contiguous heatwaves
Contiguous heatwave events are characterized by multidimensional 
metrics, including frequency, magnitude, intensity, duration, areal 
extent, and evolution patterns (including moving distance, moving 
speed, and moving direction; see Table 1 for details). Here, total 
magnitude refers to the accumulated temperature exceedance rela-
tive to the extreme threshold multiplied by the area of all grid points 
associated with the event, that is, the sum of the product of the ex-
ceedance and the area of the corresponding day, thus having a unit of 
106 km2 × °C, while intensity (unit: °C) refers to maximum tempera-
ture exceedance by weighting the area of grid point. The accumulat-
ed area is defined as the sum of the areal extent of all grid cells across 
all days of the event. Similarly, the lifetime is computed as time inter-
val between the beginning and end of the event. The evolution pat-
tern including total moving distance, moving direction, and moving 
speed is determined by the centroids of the contiguous heatwave 
event. The centroid is calculated as the mean geographical location 
(latitude and longitude) of all grid cells over the participating days of 
the event by weighting the area and the temperature exceedance rela-
tive to the threshold (95th percentile) (20). Thus, the moving direc-
tions are calculated as the angle between the centroid of the first half 
event and the centroid of the second half event. Details on the defini-
tion of these metrics are summarized in Table 1.

The yearly series of multidimensional metrics of these large con-
tiguous heatwaves are calculated by averaging all events occurring 
in the summer of the corresponding year. Simple linear regression is 
used to calculate the long- term trends in the yearly series, and their 
statistical significance is estimated by the nonparametric modified 
Mann- Kendall trend test (54).

Derivation of EKE
Large- scale midlatitude atmosphere processes can be characterized 
by fast- traveling Rossby wave associated with cyclones (low- pressure 
systems) and anticyclones (high- pressure systems) (36, 55). These 
fast- traveling Rossby waves (with zonal wave numbers about six to 
eight) mostly occur as high- amplitude and synoptic transients (36, 
56), which arise from a variety of energy sources (e.g., the eddy- driven 
phenomena) (36, 55, 57) and can trigger the weather variability at 

https://pypi.org/project/connected-components-3d/
https://pypi.org/project/connected-components-3d/
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synoptic scales (58). Referring to Boer and Shepherd (57), the interac-
tion between intensity and frequency of these transient waves can 
be measured by the total EKE, which is approximately equally parti-
tioned between the zonal (u) and meridional wind (v) components 
(59): E�

k
=

1

2
(u�2 + v�2) , where u′ and v′ are synoptic scale (2 to 

8 days) zonal and meridional wind components, respectively (36, 59). 
In this study, we apply a 2-  to 8- day band- pass filter to extract EKE at 
the synoptic scale over the land areas of the Northern Hemisphere 
[30°N to 90°N, following Coumou et al. (36)].

Supplementary Materials
This PDF file includes:
Figs. S1 to S21
tables S1 to S9
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